
Upper Boggy Creek Planning Team  
February 24, 2014 

The VORTEX, 2307 Manor Rd, Austin, TX 78722 
Meeting Notes  

DRAFT 
 
UBC Representatives present 
David Boston, SWNA 
Girard Kinney, CNA 
Bo McCarver, BNA 
Roscoe Overton, BNA 
Jennifer Potter-Miller, CNA (Secretary) 
Chris Swanson, D1 (Chair) 
Lavonne Marshall, Rogers-Washington-Holy Cross 
 
Visitors present 
Mateo Barnston, Mueller 
Margaret Mills, SWNA 
David Neider, Mueller 
 
Business 
 
1) UBC website 
 
Discuss process of posting info, decide to share with team for 2 day review 
 
2) IH 35  
 
Each would be major change to access 
 
Together are a radical change in connectivity to central Austin 
 
Segment 4 (MLK to Airport) probably most intense changes to IH-35 
 
Hoping other NAs that are similarly impacted sit down together, look at impacts, 
send letters to challenge 
 
Fast moving train, pushing to make decisions by this summer. Now is the time to get 
involved. 
 
About to implement 3-5 (or more) “superstreets” and will be the first ever in a 
central city (as far as we can find) 
 



Discussion on next steps for UBC. Can’t take action at this time. Take back to 
neighborhoods for further discussion at next meetings, OR have NA leadership take 
action (write letters) on behalf of membership. 
 
Opposition to  
BNA opposed ReConnect  
 
early in the process bc it was going to increase s 
 
opposition because of 1) connectivity and 2) further splits city east vs west 
 
throw in working group if you want to but not going to help, as TxDOT likes to talk. 
 
MB working group is good because it gets the topic out in front of people. 
City council had not even heard about superstreets as of a few weeks ago. 
 
 
Propose formation of a stakeholders working group.  Downtown one is active, but 
people appointed to it have gone along with Kirk Watson 
 
GK we should not wait for them to appoint members, we should form it, invite West 
side, tell TxDOT we’ve formed our own taksforce 
 
RO is there anyone in political arena who would be friendly to us. 
MB Chris Riley very concerned 
CK Bill Spelman 
BM Lora ? and Kathy Tovo 
 
BM model resolution 
 
BM TxDOT reads every word in press. Imp to raise hell and get attention  they will 
pay attention 
 
CS the most success I’ve seen in stopping TxDOT has been pressure from DC, so 
contact representatives and Federal Highway 
3) Report on Manor Rd. Parking and Transportation Workshop 
 
Event organized by Girard Kinney and Bo McCarver. McCarver not in attendance at 
meeting, Kinney gave brief report. 
 
Workshop was held on Jan. 22 at the new Fannie Mae Steward Conservatory, 
Blackland’s community center. Forty-five neighbors attended, and discussion was 
mostly about how to deal with overflow parking from Manor Rd. businesses.  
 



A report will be published shortly, but the workshop was the beginning of a 
conversation.  Organizers will let everyone know about what follow up meeting will 
be.  
 
Gk makes motion to  
“Form a taskforce to explore options for improving I-35” 
Bo seconds 
Carries unanimously 
 
Proposed wording offered by BM for UBC reps to share with their neighborhoods. 
Will forward to us tonight. 
 
 
4) 4020 Airport Blvd. 
 
Planning commission was in favor. SWNA does not object. Want to emphasize that 
conditional overlay and restrictive covenant are important to neighborhood.   
 
5) Manor Rd. Transportation and Parking Workshop held on Jan. 22 (?) 
group working on transcribing notes from map, creating categorized list of issues, 
which will inform future meetings. 
Where do pedestrian hybrid beacons needed on Manor Rd. 
Residential parking permit program 
Residential parking meters 
Where do we need roundabouts? 
 
One thing moving fast: its against state to park within thirty feet of intersections and 
city will paint curbs red. Neighborhood determines priorities, and slowly going 
through painting curbs. City wants to have ONE point person that they can have 
identify neighborhood priorities (otherwise could take action at intersections that 
are not priorities), BUT several neighborhoods were included in workshop, as well 
as Rosewood Planning Area. 
 
Another tool is white hockey sticks marking 5ft from driveway. 
 
May 5 meeting at Fannie Mae following up on suggestions of first workshop 
 
 
5) Pharr Tennis Center 
proposal to resurfacing free court, probably no opposition 
proposal to expand courts, will be problematic 
 
6) Approval of notes 
 
GK proposed 
CS seconded 



 
 
Meeting adjourned at 8:58 
 
Notes prepared by Jennifer Potter-Miller (Secretary)  


